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is the perfect software that comes with multiple save options so that users can easily convert JFIF (JPEG .JPG file) to JPEY (JPG files, 326 Ã— 326 dots). 12. Work on lighting â€œThe next morning after the flight was clear and sunny. Despite the fog, visibility was excellent. The morning air smelled of the sea and salt." Rod, summer pictures When reading in sunlight, you see more detail in a portrait. And everything looks pretty good if you
shoot with a high definition camera. But in other conditions, you will have to photograph under artificial light. When photographs were first printed in color in 1939, the book "Photography by day" [12 - Lucifer, 1951.] was published, written by the author of these lines. Learning the art of photography under artificial light turned out to be very exciting. For example, in this book you will find chapters such as "Developer Jar", "Light Under the
Books", "Indoor Shooting Help", and "Outdoor Shots". In general, if you have a studio where you can install diffused lighting and use the natural lighting method, you will be just happy. 13. Photo reproduction Using a computer does not give you full control over the image unless your photo is cropped. But things are a little more complicated than they seem. In the last chapter, I'll show you how to burn a digital file and turn it into a JPF (JPG,
11.5 Ã— 11.4 mm) file that can be saved to disk or memory card. Today we all use a digital camera. In this chapter, I will talk about the intricacies of working with digital photographs. 14. Flash shots Using flash when shooting landscapes or architecture is useful. You can save a few shots by removing extra lighting. But, on the other hand, flash can spoil the picture when shooting in twilight or fog. You don't need a flash for sharp shots, but if

you're shooting indoors, at dusk, or in a fog where there isn't enough light, a flash can still help. This chapter will help you better understand why bracketing is needed and how to use it. 15. Editor window The editing window is exactly the same as the regular editor
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